'Writing Revolution' is concerned with the relationship between revolutionary politics and the act of writing in modern South Asia. The pages that follow feature a diverse cast of characters: rebel poets and anxious legislators, party theoreticians and industrious archivists, nostalgic novelists, enterprising journalists and more. We have challenged our contributors to interrogate the multiple forms and effects of revolutionary story-telling in politics and public life: to question the easy distinction between 'words' and 'deeds' and consider the distinct consequences of writing itself. While acknowledging that the promise, fervour or threat of revolution is never reducible to the written word, we are interested in how manifestos, lyrics, legal documents, hagiographies and other constellations of words and sentences articulate, contest, and enact revolutionary political practice in both colonial and postcolonial India. The potential for writing to incite, control or reorient politics is one that has informed legal cultures, fuelled literary innovations, and propelled the imaginaries of postcolonial politics in the subcontinent.
by narratives of revolutionary violence, and we approach this project eager to interrogate our own participation in a long history of interpreting revolutionary rhetoric and aesthetics.
The essays collected here traverse three constitutive moments of the category of 'revolution' as it has been written over the past century of Indian history. First, we identify 'revolutionary writing' as a form of writing that emerges from both revolutionary and counter-revolutionary processes, occupying a spectrum that runs from incitement to containment. Consequently, the naming of what is 'revolutionary' and the legitimacy of certain forms of violence is necessarily contested, producing multiple and often contradictory archives. Contributors to this volume underscore the importance of the literary and textual worlds inhabited and created by revolutionary political thinkers, as well as those of their opponents and interpreters. Collectively, we argue that the act of writing demands interrogation in its own right, as a process and labour with distinct effects and consequences and with specific advantages and limitations.
Second, some of us examine historical writing on anticolonial revolutionary action, a genre that traverses both the period of colonial rule and the career of the independent Indian nationstate. We interrogate the desire to celebrate and polemically wield revolutionary histories, especially where they interrupt or challenge accepted views of India's nationalist movement 4 The Committee was made up of Rowlatt and five officials from various parts of British India, who worked individually and collectively over forty-six meetings to produce the document. 5 Over the course of twenty-seven partially interlinked chapters, the Committee identified a sprawling substratum of anarchy and agitation in the colony, stretching from the hearts of major Indian cities to the peripheries of imperial territory and even within enemy states. The narrative illustrates the spectre of violence and 'outrage' that had occupied the minds of colonial authorities since the Partition of Bengal in 1905 and the disturbances in Punjab shortly thereafter. The possibility for mutiny identified in the report sets the terms for intelligence work in the wake of the First World War -a context characterised by the emergence of MK Gandhi's mass politics and the shadowy threat posed by a new, internationalist Soviet state. 6 The Rowlatt Report evidences the fervour with which colonial intelligence officials traced constellations of dissident activity from Punjab to Bengal, and indeed across a global terrain -from mutinous ashrams in San Francisco to shadowy guesthouses in London, from seditious newspapers in Constantinople to illicit printing presses in Burma. Offering 'true' accounts in lurid detail, the Report may be read as a work of Victorian literature in its own right. 7 The carefully reconstructed narratives of revolutionary conspiracy-replete with secret society intrigue, assassination outrages, and taxi-cab dacoities-channel many of the literary styles of popular detective and imperialist romance novels at the end of the nineteenth century. Indeed, this government document might be placed in a genealogy with Philip Victorian detective novels; reflecting, in the second instance, an almost experimental concern with the proliferation of narratives, the circularity of time, and the 'tense future'. The 'revolutionary' was neither a mere colonial construction nor a pure and bold act of selfdefinition; it was forged, rather, in the collision between these competing modes of assertion and understanding. 22 The courtroom provided a critical stage for this agonistic collaboration, as Sukeshi Kamra's essay in this volume demonstrates. 23 The same holds true for the space of the prison, as Alex Wolfers explicates in his reading of Aurobindo Ghose's Karakahani (1909), wherein the jail cell becomes both an ashram and site of pilgrimage. From the late 1910s onward, the figure of Gandhi would appear to disrupt the vocabulary shared between the colonial state and its enemies, from liberal constitutionalists to violent revolutionaries. 24 Gandhi sought to 'baffle' the colonial government with his actions, while contesting the revolutionary's singular claim to a language of sacrifice. 25 His attempts to unsettle the revolutionary's faith in violence were often pursued through direct dialogue, as Durba Ghosh traces in her contribution to this collection. 
II. Telling Revolutionary Stories 28
Our interest in the act of writing -and more particularly in practices of story-telling and narrative -is informed by a strong tradition of historiographical reflection in modern South
Asian studies. Especially in the wake of the Subaltern Studies intervention, the archive itself and the demands scholars make of it remain critical objects of interrogation. 
III. Writing the Present
Our sensitivity to the many rationales for a reinterrogation or recharacterisation of an anticolonial past necessarily directs us to the context of our own acts of writing, as well as the ground on which we, as scholars, seek to ask new questions of this charged and often violent history. One of the central issues that emerged in conversations around and after 'Reading
Revolutionaries' concerned the current conjuncture. Why, in our contemporary moment, has there been a sudden interest, especially by academics outside of India, to return to this contested late-colonial scene? 38 Our own interest in bomb-throwers and martyred militants is concurrent with a broader 'turn' in the field towards political thinkers and practitioners once thought to be peripheral -from BR Ambedkar to VD Savarkar. 39 Notably, this tendency has not been informed by a desire to 'fill gaps' in an existing historiography, but actually to 52 The historian's focus on intellectual production is complemented by sensitivity to questions of annotation, translation and reception. Indeed, the unique promise of an 'intellectual history for India' lies in its incorporation of critical archival methods finely tuned in a historiography shaped by questions of difference, context and the philosophy of history -from Dipesh Chakrabarty's meditations on historicist time to Christopher Pinney's work on the visual and popular. 53 As Shruti Kapila attests, South Asian political thought compels attention not merely as a site to study the assimilation or transformation of European ideas, but as an opportunity to push for the renewal of intellectual history itself, forcing scholars to 'take cognizance of a wider range of methods, texts and actors than any established canon of Western political thought would permit'. 54 These projects in history and literary studies require us to locate South Asia not simply as 'connected' to the modern world but as informing and constituting it. This is a pivotal characteristic of our present and the context of our writing: an eagerness to understand the significance of a place like India to a 'global' modernity, a reality difficult to deny. The revolutionary remains an unstable figure within this story -caught between localities, nations and worlds -which is in part an explanation of our enduring interest, our fascination in the ways they are defined against or made legible to the given order of things. Writing revolution is, we argue, fundamentally a practice of world-making. To write revolution is a practice that both inflects and confronts the shape and form of global modernity, creating particular
